
the development of primary healthcare, this book does not address

a critical issue in whole-systems healthcare delivery, which is that of

the integration of services across health economies. Parts of this

book are located in a tradition of publications which seek to

describe the particular, perhaps unique, features of primary health-

care, and which does not acknowledge the generalisability of much

of what happens in primary care and general practice to patient care

in other settings. There is little here about the integration of patient

care across the primary/secondary care interface or of integration of

hospital-based and community-based care and the development of

integrated care pathways. Perhaps this will be the subject of another

book.
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Handing this book to a general practitioner (GP) colleague, just to

see her reaction, met with an immediate exclamation: ‘Oh, no!

Please don’t make me read it!’ Such a response was not wholly unex-

pected and as such is the underlying premise of The clinician’s guide

to surviving IT. This book is ‘for clinicians, especially those who are

nervous or just plain angry about the information technology that

is being introduced into the NHS’. Aimed not only at doctors, but

also students, nurses and midwives, Professor Gillies attempts to

‘dispel ignorance and suspicion’ about the inevitable march of

information technology (IT) into routine clinical practice with the

slow but steady implementation of the National Programme for IT.

The book introduces the benefits to patients and clinicians of using

IT to support various aspects of care, be that, for example, in sharing

or searching information, finding evidence of best practice, or

prescribing or monitoring care remotely. Throughout, an emphasis is

placed on the necessary changes in practice and responsibilities

clinicians will have to take to enable progress. As the author writes,

‘there is no such thing as a free lunch’, emphasising that health infor-

matics is not (just) about computers; ways of working must adapt to

realise benefits, and the NHS should not be considered a single

organism when prescribing change.

But beneath Professor Gillies’ explanation of how informatics can

facilitate joined-up care, there is a lack of integration from chapter to

chapter, leaving one wondering exactly who is the ideal target

audience? Several chapters serve as a ‘crash course’ in IT applications,

while others get bogged down in unnecessary pages of cut and pasted

policy documents (almost as page fillers in some cases). Both have

their place, but not necessarily between the covers of one small book.

It is hard to imagine the reader who requires assistance using Google

and PowerPoint, but is also interested in reading a full specification

of an informatics National Occupational Standard.

The format of the book needs revision as the reader will find it

difficult to ignore the unremitting photos of a mime artist, included

‘to supply you with tips, warnings, things to think about and things

to make you smile’. As a means of breaking up the text they work

almost too well. Whether you find them amusing, informative or

simply patronising will depend on the individual. In a similar vein,

but more thought provoking, are ‘intellectual zombie warnings’

which take an informatics ‘myth’ and explain why it is just that.

With their underlying evidence base, these really do serve to dispel

ignorance and suspicion.

The foreword emphasises that many examples are taken from

primary care, and this book is certainly written largely from that

perspective. This is not restrictive in subject areas such as national

IT policy and consent, but in others where benefits and risks are

explored, and in the specific areas of record keeping and data

standards, there is little more than a cursory nod to the hospital

environment.

The challenges in implementing IT and changing practice are

quite different in primary and secondary care. The author presents

a well argued vision of the benefits that informatics can bring to the

service, but those working in hospitals will struggle to reconcile this

with their experiences on the ground where benefits to the indivi-

dual clinician are far less tangible. There is so much work to be done

with the standards of paper records, in understanding what infor-

mation is collected and why, and in appreciating the roles of myriad

non-clinical staff who are involved in the flow of information

through the system, yet these issues are not addressed in this text.

The most comprehensive chapters come towards the end of the

book. Although not specifically IT issues, the sections on informa-

tion governance, data protection, freedom of information and

consent are essential reading for everyone working with health

information (ie everyone). The data protection section, although

again written from a primary care perspective, is particularly

thought provoking when the issues of sharing information across

organisational boundaries are discussed.

Within The clinician’s guide to surviving IT there is something for

everyone – while far from definitive, there is certainly enough here

to present the technophobe with an overview of informatics in the

NHS. The reaction of my GP colleague to the book was surprising.

She is a clinician who, in her everyday practice, prescribes electron-

ically and documents patient encounters electronically but, without

enthusiasm, is obliged to use Choose and Book. It is this homo-

geneity of informatics practice across primary care which has

enabled such a book to be written. There is a huge gulf to bridge

before we reach that point in secondary care.
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Randomised controlled trials are the lynchpin of clinical research.

Knowledge about how trials are designed and analysed is an
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